Abstract--Based on mathematical morphology and grille fractal, a novel approach on power quality disturbance detection and location is presented in this paper. At first a parallel composite morphological filter with multiple-structure elements is designed to filter the random noise and impulse noise in power quality disturbance signals. Then to the filtered curves, an easy implementation criterion for singularity detection based on the change regularity of grille fractal is proposed to locate the start and end time that disturbance occurs. The voltage sag, swell, harmonic and their combined disturbances are used to verify the validity of the proposed filter-location approach. Numerical results show that the proposed approach is valid and effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
ower quality disturbance detection has been a research hot point in the area of power quality analysis. In actual processing, the sampling signal is often mixed with different kinds of noise due to sampling errors, random disturbances and other unstable factors. The random noise is also called as singular point. When there exists great deal of noise mixed with disturbance singular points in the sampling signal, it may bring large errors when distinguishing the singular points caused by power quality disturbances. How to extract transient information from sampling signals with random noise has vital role in analyzing power quality disturbances.
There are several approaches on this problem. Wavelet Transform (WT) has been proved effectively in signal filtering [1] , but due to its large calculation amount and difficulty of implementation by cheap hardware, it is not suitable for realtime application. In contrast with wavelet analysis, Mathematical Morphology (MM) is developed from set theory and integral geometry, and is concerned with the shape of a signal waveform in the complete time domain rather than the frequency domain [2] . MM has been widely applied in the areas of image processing, machine vision, and pattern recognition [3] - [7] , due to its robustness in preserving the shape while suppressing noise. MM can be developed as an efficient nonlinear filter. References [6] , [7] have presented a morphological filter with the average combination of openingclosing and closing-opening filtering, to filter white noise and impulse noise, respectively. Using morphological operators, the radical shape of the disturbed signal can be recognized, reconstructed and enhanced, even if the original signal is mixed with strong noise or serious distortion. In addition, MM has the feature of easy calculation and implementation.
Singularity is an important feature of disturbance signal, which is also an important gist of classification and recognition to disturbances. In order to exactly identify the singularity of disturbed signals, researching its local property is required. In a long period, Fourier Transform (FT) is a main tool of studying the singularity of signals. By studying the decaying speed of the function in FT field, the function whether has singularity or the size of its singularity is concluded. However, FT can only determine the whole property of the signal while it is short in placing local property. So FT is difficult for determining the position and distribution singular points in space. While WT, which possesses capabilities of time and frequency domain localizations, gives a great impetus in signal singularity detection. However, how to select an appropriate mother wavelet is a difficult task since improper mother wavelet may reduce the detection effect. Fractal geometry is the generic terms of self-similar figure and structure in certain meaning, which have not feature length. In recent years, fractal technique has been applied to fault analysis, radar signal detection, etc., with favorable effects [9] - [12] .
Based on the MM and parallel composite filters with multiple Structuring Elements (SEs), this paper constitutes a comprehensive filter as the pre-unit for detecting disturbance. This filter can filter several kinds of noise at one time. Then according to the algorithm of grille fractal dimension, a new method using its grille change regularity is proposed to detect singular points, which can locate the start and end time of power quality disturbances effectively and rapidly. The proposed morphology-grille algorithm is with relatively easier, smaller computing time and preferable utility.
II. MATHEMATICAL MORPHOLOGY-BASED SIGNAL FILTERING

A. Mathematical Morphology
Based on the research achievement of integral geometry, G.Matheron and J.Serra founded MM theory in 1964 [16] . Its Power Quality Disturbance Detection Based on Mathematical Morphology and Fractal Technique 2 basic idea is to use a probe, which is named as SE, to collect information of the signals. As the SE moving in the signal constantly, it can review the interrelation among every part, and pick up useful information to analyze and describe the signals. Morphological transform can decompose a complicated signal into several parts that have different physical significance. It can pick up the signal from the background and keep its main shape trait at the same time. Using MM to construct a low band filter, even if the original signal is mixed with large amount of noise, its radical shape can still be recognized, reconstructed and enhanced. So, using the MM to smooth, filter and enhance the helpful signal is propitious to the following signal singular analysis and disturbance classification.
In MM, two basic morphological operators are erosion and dilation. Based on these two operators, several common compound operators, opening, closing, Hit-Miss and Top-Hat transform, so on, are defined [12] . Morphological transform is usually classified into two-valued and n-valued transform. Nvalued transform is also called grey transform. Because the power system signal analysis commonly deals with onedimensional signal, this paper only introduces two-valued transform, which includes erosion, dilation, opening, closing and the compound opening and closing, under the onedimensional discrete condition.
Suppose that the definition domain of the input signal f(n) and the sequential SEs g(m) is D f ={x 1 , x 2 , …, x N } and D g ={y 1 , y 2 , …, y M }, respectively, and N>M.
Erosion is a kind of shrinking transform, which can make the target signal contract while holes enlarging. Dually, dilation is an expanding process, which realizes the target signal enlarging together with holes contracting. Generally, erosion and dilation are not reversible each other. So the conjugation of them can form new morphological operators, named by opening and closing operators, which are also important operators in MM, defined as follows.
The
Generally speaking, opening operation is used to eliminate scrap points, sparks and "little bridges", or say smoothing the image. And closing operator is used to stuff "little holes" or connect the contiguous two regions. In actual application, to one-dimension signal, opening operation is mainly used to smooth and restrain peak noise. Closing operation is chiefly used to restrain wave valley noise. Maragos utilized the same SEs to compose the opening-closing (OC) and closingopening (CO) filters through proper calculation combination, which can restrain both positive and negative impulse noise
(6) OC and CO filters have all the features of opening and closing operation. Although they can filter positive and impulse noise together, statistic bias is existed. Because of opening operator's expansibility and closing operator's contractibility, the output magnitude of the OC filter becomes small. On the contrary, the output magnitude of the CO filter is large. So there will not get a good filtering result if using anyone alone. However, using the average value of these two filters can approach the original signal very well. This kind of combination filter is widely used in image process and signal process [3] , [4] .
Suppose that the input signal is f(n), which is composed by the original signal x(n) and the noise signal s(n).
Then the output signal of the composite filter is
B. Parallel Composite Filters with Multi-SE
The output of morphological filter is not only determined by the transform modality, but also lies on the size and shape of the SE. Commonly, only when is the signal suited for the size and shape of the SE, it can be well preserved. Experience shows that semicircular SE is better to filter white noise, and its radius should be within 2 to 10 percent of the magnitude of the pending filtering waveform. And more smaller the radius is, more higher the precision of the filtering is. The length of the SE should not exceed by 25 percent of the sampling-point number. To the impulse noise, trigonal SE is generally adopted. If the length of the longest impulse noise is T, the sampling period is Ts, theoretically speaking, the length of the SE M should bigger than T/Ts.
Despite the OC and CO filters can filter positive and negative impulse noise simultaneously, they only have better filter results to certain specific noise, because they only use a kind of SE. For example, it will get better filter result to white noise if using semicircular SE in signal filtering. Only adopting one SE will not get the best filter effect in cases where there are more than one kind of noise in the signal.
In order to improve existing methods, this paper constructs a kind of parallel composite filter with multi-SE. This kind of filter not only can restrain many kinds of noise effectively but also keeps more useful information. Here we call them the OC maximal and CO minimal filter (OCCO filter).
Suppose that there is an input signal f(n) and a sequential multiple SE aggregation {g 1 
Because the output of the OC filter is smaller and the 3 output of the CO filter is larger than the original signal, we take the maximum output of the OC filter and the minimum outcome of the CO filter in multiple SE filtering, then take the average value of both outputs, this result could be much approach the practical signal. The framework of the OCCO filter is shown in Fig.1 . Fig.2 shows that although the semicircular SE can also filter the pulse, the waveform, where the pulse happened, is not smoother than the one filtered by trigonal SE. Nevertheless, other parts in the waveform filtered by the semicircular element are much more smoother than the ones filtered by trigonal SE, especially at the peaks and valleys of the wave. The waveform filtered by both SEs has overcome these shortcomings. The result of the multi-SE filter is better, see (c) in Fig.2 . The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the original signal is 16.93 dB, when the signal is filtered by the SEs, it Table I shows the comparison result.
Furthermore, simulation results show that, when there are more pulses, the multi-SE filter could achieve better results. [17] . Fractal geometry is the generic terms of selfsimilar figure and structure in certain meaning, which haven't feature length. It investigates the not smooth and irregular geometrical objectives in nature and nonlinear systems. Its fractal measure is fractal dimension. Fractal dimension reflects the complexity of the fractal set. More complex the fractal set is, much larger its fractal dimension will be. To the discrete digital signals, we can regard them as digital discrete space point sets. Usually, different signals have the different fractal dimensions. So fractal dimension can be used as signal detection [18] . The technique of fractal dimension has applied in high-impedance fault analysis of power systems with favorable effects [12] .
There are many kinds of definitions to fractal dimension. To different fractal dimensions, the corresponding algorithms are different. Based on the definition of the grid in grille fractal dimension [14] , [15] , an easy realization approach is proposed in this paper. This approach can determine the start and recovery time of the disturbance occurrence accurately and rapidly.
Definition: the grille fractal dimension N(δ) is defined the number of the needed square grid with length of side δ,
Suppose that the signal has n+1 (n is an even number) sampling points (x 1
where δ is taken the time difference between two consecutive sampling points.
To a pure sinusoidal voltage wave, if ∆t is half period, then in any ∆t interval, N(δ) has the same value. If disturbance occurs, the signal waveform will change. Corresponding N(δ) will also change. In the actual processing of sampling, even if the signal has been filtered, it still cannot eliminate the affect of noise completely. There still exists little fluctuation in the curve N, for example shown in Fig.3 .
According to the above analysis, we know that the grillechanging regularity is able to use detecting the start and end time. This paper adopts the algorithm, which compares the According to the above analysis, we know that using the grille algorithm defined in (11) can locate the disturbance time. If the signal with noise, it is necessary using a simple morphological method to smooth it before it is analyzed. If there is harmonic distortion, the grille analysis to the curve N(δ) is needed, then the disturbance time can be located.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to verify the validity of the proposed filter algorithm, computer simulation analyses are undertaken. The sampling frequency to the original signal is 128 points per period. In this simulation, we use two semicircular SEs and two trigonal SEs. 
A. Voltage Sags
Voltage sags are referred to the magnitude of voltage under 0.9 pu (in the range of 0.1~0.9 pu) lasting for 10ms~1min, which is generally caused by the electric motor startup or switching operation of power equipments. Voltage sags cause the equipment operating abnormally. Fig.7 shows the location results for a disturbed voltage curve with a sag lasting for 50ms and the falling magnitude by 30%, and white noise variance 0.04 together with two pulses with magnitudes 1.5pu and 1pu, respectively. 
B. Voltage swells
Voltage swells are referred to voltage magnitude beyond 10% of the rated value (in the range of 1.1~1.8pu) and lasting for 10ms~1min, generally caused by single phase short-circuit or tripping off, which usually make the equipments malfunction. curve with a swell lasting for 50ms and the rising magnitude by 30%, and white noise variance 0.04 together with two pulses with magnitudes 1.5pu and 1pu, respectively.
C. Harmonic Distortions
Harmonic distortions are generally caused by nonlinear power load. With harmonic distortions increasing, electrical equipments' lifetime is shortening, power losses are enlarging, relay protection equipments may occur misoperation and communication could be disturbed. Fig.9 demonstrates a voltage harmonic distortion signal lasting for 2 periods, and the corresponding filtering and detection results. Wherein white noise variance is 0.09 together with two pulses whose magnitudes are 1.5pu and 1pu. The simulation results show that smaller the radius of the semicircular SE is, more better the filter effect is. Trigonal SEs with different length and size give different filtering results corresponding to diverse disturbance types. We need select the most appropriate trigonal SE according to specific disturbance type. The multi-SE composite filter is also affected by each of these elements. If single SE's SNR is high, then the compound filter consisted of multiple these SEs would achieve much better effect. Table II shows the SNR comparisons between the four kinds of SEs and the multiple-SE relevant to the above disturbances. Fig.10 plots a signal mixed with voltage swell, which lasts for 100ms and the magnitude rising by 40%, and a harmonic distortion lasting for 2 periods, and the corresponding time location result. Wherein white noise variance is 0.04 together with three pulses with magnitudes 1.5pu, 1pu and 1pu, respectively. Simulation results show that using the grille fractal dimension could achieve better effect in locating the start and end time of the disturbance. In attempt of getting D m , the threshold has very important role in the accuracy of the detection. It should be adjusted through multiple tests. Table  III shows the comparisons between the simulated time and the located time for different disturbances. 
D. Harmonic Distortions and Voltage Swell
V. CONCLUSIONS
A novel multiple SE composite filter approach is proposed in this paper based on morphological filter technique that can filter effectively several kinds of noise while keep the main feature of the sampling signal. Furthermore, based on the theory of grille fractal dimension, a simplified algorithm based on grille singularity analysis is proposed to detect the start and end time of disturbance. This algorithm is undertaken by calculating the number of grille covered the transient disturbance signals, and comparing its change to locate the time of disturbance occurrence accurately. The numerical tests show the proposed location algorithm has good performances in calculation speed and accuracy.
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